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1 JUDGE HAYNES:  Pursuant to the direction of the

2 Illinois Commerce Commission, I call Docket Nos.

3 01-0705, 02-0067, 02-0725.  These are consolidated

4 dockets by Illinois Commerce Commission on its own

5 motion vs. Northern Illinois Gas Company. 

6              May I have the appearances for the

7 record, please.

8 MR. ROONEY:  On behalf of Northern Illinois Gas

9 Company, John Rooney and Tom Andreoli of

10 Sonnenschen, Nath & Rosenthal, 233 South Wacker

11 Drive, Suite 8000, Chicago, Illinois, 60606.

12 MR. PERA:  Cook County State's Attorney Office,

13 Mark Pera, Leijuana Doss, and Marie Spicuzza,

14 currently at 28 North Clark, Suite 300, Chicago,

15 Illinois.

16 MR. KELTER:  On behalf of Citizens Utility Board,

17 Robert Kelter and Richard Balough, 208 South

18 LaSalle, Suite 1760, Chicago, 60604.

19 MR. KAMINSKI:  Mark Kaminski, Illinois Attorney

20 General's Office, 100 West Randolph Street, Chicago,

21 Illinois, 60601, on behalf of the People of the

22 State of Illinois.
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1 MR. REICHART:  On behalf of staff of the Illinois

2 Commerce Commission, John Reichart and Jan

3 Von Qualen, 160 North LaSalle, Chicago, Illinois,

4 60601.

5 JUDGE HAYNES:  We are here today to discuss a

6 couple of motions, and I think that we'll start with

7 the one pertaining to discovery from NICOR to staff

8 and staff's objection and request for additional

9 time.  We have some specific questions, but is there

10 anything that you wanted to add before staff --

11 before we ask our questions?

12 MR. REICHART:  Before you ask your questions, no,

13 I think we can try to respond to your questions

14 first.

15 JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.

16 MR. REICHART:  We probably won't have something

17 to add.

18 JUDGE HAYNES:  Do you have a response to their

19 objection and request for additional time?

20 MR. ROONEY:  Yes.  I think our initial response

21 would be as NICOR was under the impression that we

22 won the motion to compel on January 6th and that the
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1 ALJs had directed staff to respond in accordance

2 with the ALJ's ruling.

3              I think the objections that are raised

4 pertaining to I'm not quite sure what are

5 inappropriate and contrary to what was the judge's

6 ruling what we argued and fully briefed.

7              As I understand it at this point, staff

8 was required to and has not responded to the ALJ's

9 ruling, that was they were directed to on January 9,

10 and we have not seen otherwise, a schedule from the

11 ALJ's we did not know how you wanted to proceed in

12 terms of whether you needed a formal written

13 response, but I think the short of it is that we

14 read your ruling the last January 6 as to require

15 staff to respond and that the objections that are

16 raised thereafter are inappropriate.

17 JUDGE HAYNES:  Our specific question goes to the

18 Data Requests 1.29 through 1.37, and after reviewing

19 those particular data requests, we would like the

20 company to explain further how these data requests

21 will lead to relevant information.

22 MR. ROONEY:  Could we do that in a written
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1 response, Judge?  Is that what -- we weren't

2 necessarily prepared to  --

3 JUDGE HAYNES:  That's fine.

4 MR. ROONEY: -- argue that right now.

5 JUDGE DOLAN:  Then I guess then the question do

6 you need that information to file your rebuttal

7 testimony?

8 MR. ROONEY:  I think what we are -- our plan

9 right now is we're on all systems go to file

10 testimony tomorrow, and we are going to be filing

11 with a letter that we reserve the right to

12 resupplement in our testimony what we believe based

13 upon what we receive from the parties.

14 JUDGE HAYNES:  And staff, as far as their Request

15 1.37 you have grouped it with the 1.29 through 1.36

16 and unless you can explain a question, NICOR went

17 through 1.36 and staff has not -- it's not clear to

18 us why that is objectionable and in the same manner

19 that the other data requests are objectionable.

20 MR. REICHART:  I'm sorry.  1.37? 

21    JUDGE HAYNES:  Right.  It request documents and

22 the prior ones your objection has to do with
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1 wanting -- you state they want to know who knew what

2 when and 1.37 is not that type of question.  It

3 seeking documents.

4 MR. REICHART:  That's true.  I do think though

5 that it relates to -- we don't know -- NICOR'S made

6 a case that just knowledge about LIFO or the NICOR'S

7 use of LIFO treatment is relevant to this

8 proceeding.

9 JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.  But that doesn't address

10 why what's objectionable about producing documents.

11 MR. REICHART:  I think it's -- we have a number

12 of objections to a number of their DRs, but with

13 regard to this one in particular, I -- we don't

14 believe that it will lead to relevant information. 

15              As it stands now, I guess our objection

16 is that the issue of knowledge about LIFO or that

17 information concerning NICOR'S use of the LIFO

18 accounting treatment is not relevant to the case.

19 MR. ROONEY:  I'm sorry.  Can you read back what

20 he just said.

21                            (Statement read by

22                            reporter.)
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1              Fair enough.

2 MR. REICHART:  In terms of scope of the DRs, I

3 think there may be a distinction to be made between

4 staff's testimony thus far and the discussion

5 concerning the LIFO strategy that is described in

6 Mr. Seraski's (phonetic) and Mr. Maples' testimony.

7              What we mean by LIFO strategy goes

8 beyond simply LIFO accounting treatment was a term

9 that we used to describe what NICOR or what we

10 believe NICOR did to access certain gas and storage

11 that is referred to as LIFO layers, but we think

12 that is a separate issue from information concerning

13 simply the LIFO accounting treatment.

14 JUDGE HAYNES:  I don't believe that you raised

15 that particular distinction in your objection that

16 was filed recently, so unless you would like to file

17 a follow-up written objection to clarify that, at

18 this point I don't think that we're prepared to

19 agree with that objection and our ruling on 1.37

20 will stand.

21              So would you like an opportunity to  --

22 MR. REICHART:  Yes, we would.
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1 JUDGE HAYNES:  So our prior ruling stands, except

2 for 1.29 through 1.37 pending further argument --

3 written argument by the parties.

4              How soon could parties provide that?

5 MR. ROONEY:  From our perspective, your Honor, if

6 they want to amend or add to it, we would like to

7 respond to the whole in one document, so I guess we

8 respond after staff amend whatever they want to.

9 MR. REICHART:  That's fine.  I guess we can get

10 to -- to begin with, I guess we're starting our

11 position in terms of time.

12              What we would like to file and respond

13 to, based on the understanding that Mr. Rooney

14 alluded to previously, that it's our understanding

15 that the company does intend to file their testimony

16 tomorrow with the caveat that they are requesting

17 the opportunity to amend their testimony to the

18 extent additional information comes out as a result

19 of these discovery issues that they feel they should

20 have been allowed the opportunity to include in

21 their rebuttal testimony.  I don't think staff has

22 an issue with that understanding or caveat.
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1              That said, I don't know that the

2 concern and the need for expedited treatment of

3 these discovery issues exist any longer.

4              Staff, based on recent filings and

5 recent discussions with counsel and others, we have

6 now come to understand that these DRs seek an

7 extraordinary and, we believe, unprecedented amount

8 of information that is not in line with previous --

9 any previous discovery practice that staff has been

10 involved with, and, to the extent we have serious

11 concerns, and we believe the Commission should take

12 note that this may change the way that staff

13 operates on a going-forward basis if NICOR is, in

14 fact, granted their motion to access this type of

15 information.

16              As we go through the information that

17 we're attempting to compile, we're not entirely

18 clear of all -- continuing to try to compile this

19 information between Tuesday and Friday of last week,

20 we put together what we can, but we're concerned

21 about the breath of the type of information that

22 they are including or interpreting their DRs to
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1 include, and we feel that they -- the impact of a

2 decision granting this type of information on

3 staff's operations going forward is significant, and

4 I can tell you a little bit about what our position

5 is.

6              It's our position that staff is

7 required or staff will be significantly hindered in

8 its ability to perform its responsibilities to the

9 Commission if this type of information is compelled

10 from staff.

11              The Commission expects staff to be well

12 versed on all issues in a given matter and the

13 spirit under which staff operates traditionally has

14 encouraged dialogue among staff members.

15              If those communications are now

16 subjected to this broad discovery, it would

17 effectively put a stop to that dialogue and, as a

18 result, the Commission may receive less than full

19 benefit of staff's information.

20               It's for those reasons and I think the

21 broad impact that a decision on this issue may have

22 on the discovery process in front of the Commission
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1 and in other dockets as well as this one going

2 forward and the impact that it may have on forcing a

3 borad change in operations at the Commission that we

4 think is significant, and we should be given a

5 reasonable opportunity to analyze the DRs, the

6 information that may be encompassed by their broad

7 request and provide a response.

8 JUDGE HAYNES:  From the --

9 MR. REICHART:  From the staff.

10 MR. ROONEYA:  Your Honor --

11 JUDGE HAYNES:  One quick question.   What you

12 just stated does that apply to more data requests

13 than the ones that we're discussing today?

14 MR. REICHART:  Yes.  As a result of the ruling on

15 last Tuesday, there are concerns about the broad

16 scope of the information that's being requested.

17 That's one concern about the broad scope, then

18 you --

19 JUDGE HAYNES:  The people  --

20 MR. REICHART:  Yes.  You expand that to the

21 people, and we're talking some major concerns for

22 staff that we think, given that there isn't the
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1 concern about the filing of testimony, if we agree

2 to the caveat that NICOR'S requested, which we do

3 believe under the circumstances is reasonable, we

4 are requesting a reasonable opportunity to review

5 all the information we have and put forth in briefs

6 where objections layout our concerns for the judges

7 here.

8 JUDGE HAYNES:  Mr. Rooney.

9 MR. ROONEY:  Honestly, I'm not quite sure where

10 to begin.  One, as I understood your ruling just a

11 couple of minutes ago, the only thing that's at

12 issue is 1.29 and 1.37.

13 MR. ANDREOLI:  36.

14 MR. ROONEY:  I'm sorry, 36.  Until they amend as

15 to all their concerns about all the DRs, they have

16 had those DRs now for months.  We went through

17 discussions with them about length, breath, scope.

18 We told Mr. Reichart and Ms. Von Qualen we'll limit

19 it to energy division folks and to financial

20 analysis division folks.  They didn't agree.  We

21 filed the motion.  We won.

22              They're asking you, in effect, a
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1 petition to reconsider your ruling, number one.

2 Number two, this does not in any -- it's not

3 extraordinary. 

4                   In all candor, since before I was

5 an ALJ, there have been witnesses that have been

6 testifying that have been from staff and were asked

7 questions related to staff positions.  In all

8 candor, what we have received so far is really not

9 much.

10              In terms of the schedule, I will remind

11 the ALJs that everyone knew way back in May last

12 year when the schedule was set that there were going

13 to be tight time frames for discovery, and I

14 remember individually -- individually certain

15 parties saying that was an embarrassment of riches

16 that NICOR had eight weeks to prepare their rebuttal

17 testimony.  We're doing it and we're filing tomorrow

18 even through we went through the entire holiday

19 period.  We have got everything tee'd up and ready

20 to go.  We have got -- we're all geared up to

21 conduct hearings beginning on April 19 and, to say

22 now that there's no issue regarding expediency, in
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1 all candor, just isn't right, and I think it's

2 improper because NICOR wants to get this case done

3 even more I believe than staff, because we -- as our

4 testimony tomorrow will indicate, I think there's a

5 sharp divide of opinion as to what's going forward.

6              Finally, the broad scope of the

7 information requested, if that was an issue, they

8 should have -- I think they even raised it in their

9 response to our motion to compel and they lost on

10 those issues.

11              There is an issue of time at the end of

12 the day here.  We want those responses that we're

13 entitled to, pursuant to your rulings, and, in

14 addition, we want to continue with the schedule as

15 it's currently in place, and we'll be prepared to

16 supplement our testimony once we get that response

17 if necessary.

18 JUDGE DOLAN:  Mr. Reichart, just real quick, are

19 you indicating that you -- that just because of the

20 amount of people that are required to answer these

21 DRs is where your concern is for the future cases?

22 MR. REICHART:   That's not the only concern, no.
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1 We have additional understanding based on the

2 filings that have been made and discussion with

3 Mr. Rooney recently that they're interpreting these

4 DRs to include a very extremely broad amount of

5 information that in fairness and in response to

6 Mr. Rooney the company -- first of all, we didn't

7 ask necessarily the same questions I don't believe

8 as are involved in the NICOR DRs, but certainly

9 NICOR had months to analyze the DRs and provide

10 their responses to that and provide their objections

11 to that.  You know, essentially we don't nearly have

12 the time that NICOR had.

13 MR. ROONEY:  We didn't have months for --

14 MR. ANDREOLI:  Your Honor, staff had these DRs

15 since August.

16 MR. ROONEY:  They have had some of these DRs

17 since August, and another point is, in all candor,

18 we only had weeks to prepare our DRs in response

19 because, per your rulings before they filed their

20 testimony, there was a tolling (sic), if you will,

21 on their -- on staff's requirements to respond to

22 any DRs until after their testimony was filed.
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1               In all candor, they have had months

2 knowing about these DRs.  They didn't have to file

3 their objections until November 26th, the day before

4 Thanksgiving.

5              We went through discovery conferences

6 with staff.  We had several rounds of discussions

7 that resulted in a motion to compel and in all --

8 with all due respect to staff, our motion to compel

9 to them have absolutely nothing to do with our

10 motion to compel to CUB.  The issues are different.

11 One relates to the information internally.  One

12 relates to a discussion that I don't want to go

13 into, but it's an outside expert.  They're

14 completely different.

15 MR. ANDREOLI:  Minor factual note, John.  If I

16 recall correctly -- I don't have it handy -- but the

17 list you sent us, the person that you identified

18 that you might make an inquiry of it's less than two

19 dozen people, isn't it?  Less than 20?

20 MR. REICHART:  This issue we did discuss it with

21 Mr. Rooney.  We did clarify in the four days we had

22 to put together a response.  Given the time of year
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1 and number of individuals that were unavailable,

2 those were the individuals that we were able to

3 speak to and attempt to get some response from in

4 the time frame we had.

5 MR. ANDREOLI:  I'm familiar with,

6 generally speaking, the size of the

7 finance-and-energy-related function.  It's a finite

8 and reasonably few number of persons.

9 JUDGE HAYNES:  Just to clarify, our ruling that

10 we sent out granted the request of relief  -- the 

11 relief requested by NICOR, which was merely to not

12 have the arbitrary limitation on the definition on

13 staff and we ruled that the responses would be

14 limited to the energy-and-finance-related personnel. 

15 Our ruling did not cover whether the breath of the

16 data requests were overly broad.  We only were

17 addressing --

18 MR. ROONEY:  I guess that's our point is that we

19 filed a motion to compel based on their responses.

20 Their response didn't talk about breath and length.

21              When we get an objection to a data

22 request, it should encompass all of those
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1 objections.  What you are seeing now -- wait a

2 second.  We lost these objections.  Here, we like to

3 hand you a few more, and I think that's our concern,

4 your Honor.

5 MR. ANDREOLI:  I'll just note, your Honor, the

6 data requests themselves are targeted -- each of the

7 data requests, if you read them, are segmented. 

8 They're targeted to specific times, specific

9 transactions, specific topics.  They go basically in

10 sets of three or four, six or nine.

11              The response that we received from

12 staff, and that was briefed, was that, sure, we'll

13 respond to these, but we're limiting it to these

14 five people.  I don't have all the numbers, and we

15 say, gee, that's not an appropriate definition and

16 my understanding of the order, and we made an offer

17 of a compromise that, okay, fine.  Would you just

18 please respond as to the persons in finance and

19 energy.  That offer was rejected.  We briefed it,

20 made note of that offer.  Your Honor responded with

21 that limitation.  That seem to be a reasonable

22 ruling. 
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1              If we are going to -- staff hasn't

2 responded.  I read their response.  It is in essence

3 what was provided on Friday, nonresponsive.  It

4 provides, for all intense and purposes, no

5 information as of now. 

6              I'm not suggesting that staff would not

7 comply with the order.  It simply hasn't at this

8 point.  We don't want to re-litigate this in its

9 entirety. 

10              To the extent staff has identified a

11 particular set that they think they have, 1.29

12 through 1.36, and want an opportunity to relitigate,

13 it's sure difficult under the circumstance.  We

14 don't begrudge them that.  We -- at some point we

15 have to get to --  we have a ruling.  We have to

16 move forth.  That's all we're asking.

17 JUDGE DOLAN:  I guess my problem with your

18 position of trying to limit the number or people

19 that have to respond is that would you be satisfied

20 that NICOR only provided you the information from

21 their witnesses that they're going to call to

22 testify? 
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1              I mean, I understand that you got a

2 problem with the number of people you are talking

3 about and trying to get all the information from

4 everybody, but, at the same time, I don't think

5 anybody in this room would be happy if NICOR said,

6 okay, we're only going to provide the information

7 from our eight witnesses, or whatever that they

8 listed on their witness statements, and then that

9 so-called person that might have pertinent

10 information is in the background somewhere.

11 MR. REICHART:  You know --

12 JUDGE DOLAN:  Go ahead.

13 JUDGE HAYNES:  We're not to CUB's motion yet.

14  MR. KELTER:  No, your Honor.  Getting to -- we

15 all feel like the remark that you just made would

16 have some effect on us in the future because this

17 case is a little bit different.

18              Generally, in these cases I believe

19 that the data requests have been limited to the

20 witnesses who have been testifying in these cases

21 much more so than what NICOR is trying to do at this

22 point and that sort of relates to our motion as
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1 well.

2              That's why I didn't want you to get

3 onto a topic where there was sort of a decision made

4 that affected our argument and our motion, but I'll

5 leave it at that.

6 MR. ANDREOLI:  Judge Dolan, I want to go to the

7 point you offered.  Let's assume that what

8 Mr. Kelter is saying is correct just for purposes of

9 argument.

10              Under those circumstances, because a

11 party is represented in this proceeding, CUB appears

12 as a party, staff appears as a party, the utility

13 appears as a party, under those circumstances any

14 party could have in its possession information which

15 was contrary to the case that it's presented

16 directly contrary, directly went against the case,

17 that it wanted the Commission to accept and it

18 identify and choose a witness and keep that

19 information from the witness in order to present a

20 case which was either untrue or at least could be

21 countered by the opposition if the opposition was

22 allowed to look at all the facts and to present all
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1 the facts to the Commission. 

2              It's my understanding of the discovery

3 process that its intent is to make sure the Commerce

4 Commission in the end receives all the facts and so

5 as the fact finder the Commission can make an

6 appropriate decision based on all the facts.

7              Everything under the law of discovery

8 intended to prevent parties from engaging in exactly

9 that kind of parceling of information.

10 MR. PERA:  The only thing I want to say I think

11 you guys have a policy decision to make and I think

12 it's a very important policy decision, vis-a-vis

13 staff, but you do need to keep in mind the context. 

14              These cases are not like other pieces

15 of litigation that you can handle in private

16 practice.  You do have a party that -- utility

17 that's regulated that has all the information, and

18 that because -- I'll just speak for the Cook County

19 State's Attorney's Office.  What possible

20 information would we have that relates or is germane

21 to what NICOR did in regard to the PBR.  We have

22 nothing.  Every piece -- every piece of information
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1 we get comes from them, so there it is. 

2              In many respects, it is kind of

3 one-sided, and that what I think in the past a lot

4 of DRs have been directed to the utility in order to

5 answer, but it would be inappropriate or irrelevant

6 for them to fire back the same questions on us,

7 because we are not the source of the information. 

8 The fundamental difference I think is lost here.

9 MR. ROONEY:  Your Honor --

10 MR. PERA:  Don't you think, John, honestly?

11 MR. ROONEY:  With regard to Mr. Pera, I mean, the

12 Cook County State's Attorney's Office I believe sent

13 back the DR responses to us that said we don't have

14 people and other attorneys well.  We are not

15 neofights.  We know that we didn't file a motion to

16 compel saying, come on, Mark.  You guys are nuts; on

17 the other hand, we may think it, but we didn't file. 

18              On the other hand -- on the other hand,

19 there's some serious accusations that are being

20 fired at the company by staff and by the witnesses

21 for CUB and Cook County and they have information

22 and they have people who have analyzed -- staff has
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1 had people who have analyzed NICOR'S PGA filings

2 since 1950.

3              Our point is is that with regard to

4 this one particular issue, let's bring it back down

5 to 1.29 to 136 LIFO, we have some strong opinions on

6 the fact that we believe at a minimum that we're

7 entitled to determine whether or not there was some

8 debate about who knew what, when, and how. 

9              It is relevant to the issues because at

10 the end of the day you are seeing their testimony. 

11 They're claiming certain things and, quite frankly,

12 we are taking a different view of that, but if we

13 don't know and we don't have access to the facts, 

14 Mark's right, this is -- this is in a way a

15 different case. 

16              It's different also in the sense

17 they're making some exceedingly serious accusations. 

18 I mean, all we have to do is read certain press

19 releases to see that we're entitled to come back and

20 have a full disclosure as our pleadings to you

21 indicated on both prior CUB and staff motions to

22 compel.  Any agency is required to turn over their
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1 entire dosier of information related to if it

2 impacts the other side.

3              We are the other side.  We're entitled

4 to their information.  It may be a lot of work, but,

5 with all due respect, we have given a boat load of

6 information that has taken time from every corner of

7 the company and have provided that to staff and the

8 other parties.

9 MR. ANDREOLI:  Just to reiterate, that's why,

10 well, we may on some limited point here engage in

11 another round of briefing, at your discretion of

12 course, that is binding Illinois law an agency must

13 divulge information that might -- and I emphasize --

14 might be helpful to the parties whose rights are at

15 issue in an agency proceeding.  That's all we're

16 asking for.

17 JUDGE HAYNES:  Staff?  Go ahead, Ms. Von Qualen.

18 MS. VON QUALEN:  Staff is requesting an

19 opportunity to provide our objections to NICOR'S

20 data requests.  We are not asking to repeat the

21 objections that we already made.

22              We understand that the data requests
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1 now to be requesting information different from what

2 we understood the data requests to be requesting

3 when we originally answered them and when we

4 responded to the extent that we have responded.

5              We are now going through large amounts

6 of documents and having discussions with the

7 additional staff that we will be responding on

8 behalf of, and we have identified additional

9 objections and we expect to, as we continue

10 reviewing these documents, to find other objections,

11 and all we're asking for today is to be given

12 sufficient time to go through the documents that we

13 were given, identify objections, and put those

14 objections in writing so that NICOR would have an

15 opportunity to respond and the ALJs would have an

16 opportunity to see what our arguments are and what

17 NICOR'S responses are.

18              What we like for time would be until

19 February the 9th as we mentioned in the objection

20 that we filed on Friday.

21 MR. ROONEY:  Time to respond, Jan?

22 MS. VON QUALEN:  Time to file our objections,
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1 yes.

2 JUDGE HAYNES:  I don't believe that we will

3 reconsider our ruling regarding the number of people

4 involved.

5 MS. VON QUALEN:  We understand that --

6 JUDGE HAYNES:  As far as 1.37, not that I granted

7 your request there yet, but back to 1.37, could you

8 have that particular argument sooner rather than

9 February 9th, perhaps beginning of next week?

10 MS. VON QUALEN:  I think that if we limit it to

11 that argument alone we could probably have that

12 argument maybe by next Thursday, Monday, the

13 holiday, and we have another brief due in another

14 case on the 21st, so I think we could do it on the

15 22nd.

16 JUDGE HAYNES:  And then for NICOR to respond for

17 all of the 1.29 through 1.37 separate from staff's

18 new objections.

19 MR. ANDREOLI:  Is Monday the -- is the 22nd a

20 Monday?

21 JUDGE HAYNES:   The 22nd is Thursday, so 26.

22 MR. ANDREOLI:  29th.
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1 JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.

2 MR. ROONEY:  I'm sorry.  That will be responding

3 to staff's objections for 1.29 through 1.37?

4 JUDGE HAYNES:  Staff is only filing 1.37, right,

5 what we have raised in their objection, their

6 previously filed objection for 1.29.

7 MR. ROONEY:  Thank you, your Honor.

8 MR. ANDREOLI:  I apologize.  I just lost that. 

9 Sorry.   I've been looking at a lot of paper lately. 

10 The 22nd what will be what staff is raising?

11 MR. ROONEY:  What was raised last Friday, plus

12 what they file on the 22nd with regard to 1.37.

13 MR. ANDREOLI:  Okay.  Thank you.

14 JUDGE HAYNES:  NICOR, did you want to respond to

15 the proposal of filing objections on February 9 or

16 do you feel you had adequately done so?

17 MR. ROONEY:  I think I have adequate done so and

18 I'll leave it in your discretion, Judge.

19 JUDGE HAYNES:  We are going to take a five-minute

20 break.

21 MR. ANDREOLI:  Can I ask just a question so I

22 understand what the issue is here?
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1 JUDGE HAYNES:  Sure.

2 MR. ANDREOLI:  I understand now we have got, in

3 essence, a hiatus here where we are going to be

4 dealing with 1.29 to 1.37.

5              Jan, is what you are asking that you

6 don't intend to respond to the other ones until

7 February 9th now?

8 MS. VON QUALEN:  I think what our intention is to

9 respond to the extent that we can.  We begun to

10 respond but that we have identified that we will be

11 having objections and we want until February 9 to

12 provide in writing what our objections are, not that

13 we are not going to be responding in all to the

14 pending DRs but that we want that amount of time to

15 identify our objections.

16 JUDGE HAYNES:  Have these objections ever been

17 raised before when you originally filed?

18 MR. ROONEY:  No.

19 MR. ANDREOLI:  The objections were filed on

20 November 26th, the original set of objections, and

21 I'm unaware that at this point all of those

22 objections have been satisfied or ruled upon
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1 unless -- and you are -- Jan, you are telling me

2 that there will be additional objections now?

3 MS. VON QUALEN:  Yes.

4 MR. ANDREOLI:  Okay.  All right.  I guess what

5 John and I just noted to one another, to the extent

6 that staff is not going to respond over the prior

7 ruling based on new objections, we would appreciate

8 those new objections sooner rather than later. 

9 That's all.

10 JUDGE HAYNES:  We are going to take a

11 five-minute break.

12                       (Whereupon, a five-minute

13                       break was taken.)

14              Let's go back on the record.

15  MS. VON QUALEN:  Your Honor --

16 JUDGE DOALN:  Yes.

17 MS. VON QUALEN:  -- I would like to make a

18 clarification of what I said previously. 

19              I believe you asked me specifically if

20 the objections that I was referring to were any

21 objections that staff had reached previously, and I

22 said no, and then it's true, except that in the
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1 objection that staff filed last Friday on Paragraph

2 2, we, in some vague way, made reference to the fact

3 that we did expect that we would have objections and

4 would like to make them.  That's all.

5 JUDGE DOLAN:  You guys responded to any of their

6 data requests or is it all just these answers that

7 we saw that were attached?

8 MR. REICHART:  Oh, no.  No.  We have -- we filed

9 a response on Friday, not just this response that

10 you have.  We filed responses to the DRs that we

11 were able to compile at that point on Friday.

12 In addition to that, we have been filing all along.

13 MR. ANDREOLI:  We are talking about these DRs?

14 JUDGE HAYNES:  We are talking about the ones --

15 MR. PERA:  Which are these?

16 MR. ANDREOLI:  The first set of data requests.

17 MR. REICHART:  The first set of data requests

18 we filed responses to that on Friday.

19 MR. ANDREOLI:  I'm going to tell you the

20 responses we received on Friday are, with limited

21 exceptions, form responses which reference the list

22 of witnesses that staff intends to make inquiry of
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1 indicates either that there's no information outside

2 of this list of witnesses that staff's aware of but

3 don't provide any information, provides some --

4 certain documents which I recall already public

5 documents.

6              It was in my understanding, John, with,

7 all due respect, a formality, in other words, a

8 document to file which was if I were to provide it

9 to you I could provide the same document and you

10 would find the same language and response to

11 virtually every question. 

12              So from the company's perspective,

13 these data requests are not responded to at this

14 point fully.  I'll leave it at that.

15 MR. REICHART:  Well -- and we never intended to

16 represent that they were fully responded to in the

17 time frame we had from Tuesday afternoon when the

18 order came, actually more likely Wednesday before we

19 were even able to get a start and contact witnesses

20 who may be available.  We had three days to file, to

21 contact, try to address the questions with

22 individuals, and try to get what we could.  That was
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1 our good faith effort to respond, and I think we did

2 succeed in some cases maybe eliminating from the

3 pool of individuals that were in question that they,

4 in fact, did not have any type of information

5 responsive and in other cases we continued to

6 attempt to compile information from those

7 individuals who may have something, some type of

8 response, some type of knowledge.

9 MR. ANDREOLI:  Would it be fair to say -- and,

10 staff, I certainly take your word -- make a good

11 faith effort to begin to try to make a response that

12 it, in fact, has not responded?

13 MR. REICHART:  We did respond on Friday.

14 JUDGE DOLAN:  You haven't answered them.  Isn't a

15 better way you have responded to him, but you

16 haven't answered them?

17 MR. REICHART:  I think we answered to the extent

18 that we were able to at the time.  We do identify a

19 list of individuals that we were able to contact and

20 get some type of affirmative response from the

21 information or what they were able to provide at

22 that time as of Friday and we did respond.
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1              I would be happy to provide a copy of

2 the responses that we filed on Friday to the ALJs.

3  MR. ANDREOLI:  John, my point is you did

4 identify a list of people, I agree with that, and I

5 understand you made the effort to determine who

6 might have information and who might not, but the

7 information that those persons have has not been

8 communicated to the company; is that fair?

9 MR. REICHART:  That's not fair either.  There are

10 some questions it might be simplier to provide 

11 there's no objection.  We can provide what we were

12 able to put together, but, with all due respect,

13 Tom, I strongly disagree with how you characterize

14 our response.

15 MR. ANDREOLI:  Do you have a copy of it?

16 MR. REICHART:  I don't have a copy with me.

17 JUDGE HAYNES:  We are not prepared to rule on the

18 sufficiency of your responses at this point.  When

19 Judge Dolan and I discussed this, it was our

20 understanding that any objections staff had to

21 outstanding data requests should have been made back

22 in November and --
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1 JUDGE DOLAN:  That's what these responses were.

2 JUDGE HAYNES: -- that's apparently what these

3 responses attached to the motion are, and I

4 understand now that staff has additional objections

5 that were not previously made, and, although we are

6 reluctant to do so, we will grant staff's request to

7 make further objections to these data requests,

8 however, not until February 9.  That we believe is

9 too much time given the time -- the schedule in this

10 case, and so any objections staff may have, well,

11 not any that relate to what you have raised here

12 regarding the scope of the -- or the broadness I

13 believe of the request, will be filed by January 29

14 and, rather that having multiple filings, we'll put

15 the 1.29 and 1.37 on the same schedule.

16              So staff will file on January 29, and

17 we didn't pick a date for NICOR.  How long do you

18 think -- obviously, you don't know how broad their

19 objections will be, but --

20 MR. ROONEY:  One week.

21 MR. ANDREOLI:  One week.

22 JUDGE HAYNES:  So February 5th?
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1 MR. ANDREOLI:  These will be -- what we receive

2 will be in the form of argument opposed to -- it

3 will be an objection and that objection will be

4 supported?

5 JUDGE HAYNES:  If it's not supported, then we'll

6 have a difficult time granting it.

7 MR. ANDREOLI:   And that includes 1.29 through

8 1.37 as well as the others together?

9 JUDGE HAYNES:  Right.

10 MR. ANDREOLI:  Understood.  Thank you.

11 JUDGE HAYNES:  And then at that point we'll rule

12 as expeditiously as possible.   And as far as I'm

13 concerned, we're done with staff's motion to compel

14 or NICOR'S motion to compel to staff.

15 MS. VON QUALEN:  Thank you, your Honor.

16 JUDGE HAYNES:  Then we can move onto CUB.

17 MR. PERA:  You might be happy to know that the

18 parties are just going to rest on their pleadings

19 motion to compel.

20 JUDGE HAYNES:  We want to add one more thing as

21 far as staff is concerned.  If there are any data

22 requests that you aren't objecting to, we encourage
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1 you to answer those as expeditiously as possible as

2 well.

3 MR. REICHART:  Thank you, Judge.

4 JUDGE DOLAN:  Now we are on CUB's or NICOR'S

5 motion to compel from CUB and Cook County State's

6 Attorney's Office.

7 MR. ANDREOLI:  Yes, sir.

8 JUDGE DOLAN:  You guys don't want to talk about

9 it at all?

10 MR. PERA:  NICOR'S contiguous two motions to

11 compel in the same hearing, yes.

12 MR. KELTER:  Actually we talked about this

13 yesterday.  I think we both feel our arguments are

14 made in our written pleadings.  I didn't know if

15 staff wanted to add something.

16 JUDGE HAYNES:  We want staff to explain what the

17 broad implications of granting this motion would be

18 that they raise in their response.

19 MR. REICHART:  Well, we were -- in reading

20 NICOR'S motion, and I think we may have received

21 some clarification on this subject as a result of

22 the conversation with Mr. Rooney, but perhaps we
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1 could clarify on the record that there is a

2 distinction being drawn between an outside expert,

3 vis-a-vis staff expert, with regard to this motion. 

4              I think we are drawing the distinction

5 between a retained outside expert, which is the

6 subject of the CUB/Cook motion, versus discovery

7 that's being propounded on a party or participants

8 in a proceeding, which is staff, as well as CUB, and

9 Cook, to the extent they're utilizing their own

10 personnel.

11              In this instance, the implication, and

12 I think that staff is referring to relates to its

13 own practice internally of using its people versus

14 what were focused on here, which is the use of an

15 outside expert who is neither an employee of CUB or

16 Cook County, nor a consulting expert, but rather a

17 testifying expert.

18 MR. KELTER:  There doesn't seem to be any

19 distinction, I mean, of the law that I have seen. 

20              The only thing that I have seen is

21 distinguishment between a testifying witness and a

22 non-testifying consultant.  It's the testifying
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1 testifying non-testifying.

2 MR. ROONEY:  With all -- I don't want to dive

3 into this.

4 MR. ANDREOLI:  We are not suppose to argue.  We

5 agreed not to.  I think we should let staff present

6 their position, to the extent they have one, and we

7 agreed to rest on the pleadings.  Let's try to if we

8 can.

9 MR. ROONEY:  I agree.

10 MR. REICHART:  Well, I think staff would like the

11 opportunity, if possible, to take some time to

12 review the motion and provide a response.

13 MR. ROONEY:  Your Honor  --

14 JUDGE HAYNES:  In your response to the motion,

15 you have responded and you say there's broad --

16 where is it  -- broad implications for existing and

17 fuller practice.  Like what?

18 MR. REICHART:  To the extent to which, otherwise,

19 privileged communications could be subject to the

20 discovery as it relates to experts used by the staff

21 of the Commerce commission, it's not entirely clear

22 from the case law that cited that there is a clear
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1 distinction or at least the company for the purposes

2 of its motion is drawing a clear distinction between

3 them.

4 JUDGE HAYNES:  So your concern is merely for

5 staff witnesses?

6 MR. REICHART:  Yes.

7 JUDGE DOLAN:  Well, obviously, staff witnesses

8 that are going to testify as opposed to not a

9 consultant.

10 JUDGE HAYNES:  But staff in general.

11 MR. REICHART:  There are implications I'm aware

12 of that some point in the past where the Commission

13 staff has, in fact, used outside consultants for

14 assistance in dockets, and, to the extent that that

15 practice would be affected, staff would ask for an

16 opportunity to respond to that.

17 MR. ROONEY:  Your Honor, can I make one

18 procedural point first, and then if you would allow

19 me substantive argument?  Procedurally we filed this

20 motion in mid-December.  Those same broad policy

21 implications were there under the briefing schedule.

22              If staff wanted to respond pursuant to
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1 the briefing schedule the ALJs set, I believe that

2 was the opportunity presented itself.  They didn't

3 do that.  They filed late, and I'll -- that's first

4 procedurally.  If you want to hear substantially,

5 I'll be happy to mention that.

6 JUDGE HAYNES:  There's an agreement not to

7 discuss.

8 MR. ANDREOLI:  We promised not to argue.

9 MR. KELTER:  There was an agreement not to

10 discuss what we have written in our pleadings, but

11 if new things came up, then we would be able to

12 discuss these.  I feel like this is a new thing,

13 because this is the first time I have heard staff

14 express this position.

15 JUDGE HAYNES:  It is new.

16 MR. ANDREOLI:  I would like to say the motion's

17 not directed at staff.  There has been no assertion

18 of privilege by staff.  The only issue is the issue

19 of privilege that we briefed.

20              I appreciate that fact that staff has

21 interest in this issue.  Their rights are not

22 predetermined in this motion.  This is a motion
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1 directed -- it's a directed motion.  It's very nice

2 that staff wants to have some input here.

3              I guess my point we don't want to argue

4 because the point I'm making is that staff's rights

5 are not implicated in this motion whatsoever, and

6 that's not argument.

7                            (Laughter.)

8              I'm just responding to John.

9 JUDGE HAYNES:  Mr. Rooney, did you want to add

10 something to this?

11 MR. ROONEY:  I would love to, but I'm not going

12 to.  I'll take a pass at this juncture.

13 JUDGE HAYNES:  Does anybody want to add anything

14 before we make our ruling?

15 MR. ROONEY:  Go forth and do good.

16 JUDGE HAYNES:  After reviewing the parties'

17 briefs and the case law, we have to agree that this

18 supports NICOR'S request for production of the

19 reports prepared by Mr. Merswa (phonetic), and also

20 that the communications between the expert and

21 attorneys are not privileged either, and this is

22 based on the distinction that the courts recognize
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1 between testifying and non-testifying experts, and

2 we believe that NICOR'S due process right to fully

3 cross-examine Merswa's expert opinion outweighs

4 CUB's claim of privilege and the argument regarding

5 what usual practice is here at the Commission, and

6 so the motion is granted.

7 MR. ANDREOLI:  Thank you, your Honor.

8 MR. ROONEY:  Thank you, your Honor.

9 MR. KELTER:  Your Honor, sorry.  We would like to

10 file a motion for interlocutory review before we

11 supply anything to the company.

12 MR. ROONEY:  Your Honor, my only request that

13 CUB/Cook County has the right to do so given the

14 time frame involved.  I think the judges have

15 discretion to set a briefing schedule that is other

16 than what is provided for in the Rules of Practice. 

17              In the Rules of Practice I believe the

18 party has 21 days in which to file its petition for 

19 interlocutory review and that a party then has 14

20 days thereafter or maybe 7.  I need a refresher, but

21 the short is that we would just request that there

22 be established a briefing schedule that was shorter
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1 than the --

2 JUDGE HAYNES:  Yes, we agreed that CUB --  we

3 agreed that CUB does not to have turn over the

4 documents without the interlocutory review.  The

5 schedule in the Rules of Practice call for 21 days

6 from today  --

7 JUDGE DOLAN:  Seven and then 14.

8 JUDGE HAYNES: -- and then 21 days for petition,

9 so that's too long.  When could you do it by?

10 MR. KELTER:  Can we have a second here?

11 JUDGE HAYNES:  Sure.

12                            (A brief pause.)

13   MR. KELTER:  You know, your Honor, the problem is

14 that we had to answer this motion in a period of

15 about three days basically, so what we want is some

16 time to do some additional research.  That's why we

17 feel like we need two weeks for this.

18 JUDGE HAYNES:  Two weeks?  The next round of

19 testimony due will be  --

20 MR. ROONEY:  February 27.

21 JUDGE HAYNES:  And that would not be NICOR

22 testimony.  That would be yours.
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1 MR. KELTER: Can I just make one other point here. 

2 We understand --

3 JUDGE HAYNES:  Uh-huh.

4 MR. KELTER: -- we're withholding some things from

5 NICOR that if it's deemed that they have a right to

6 those documents we don't have someway of figuring

7 out how they can supplement their testimony or use

8 the documents in someway.  We are not trying to

9 preclude them in using them.  There should be a way

10 to do this where we have a little bit of time but

11 they're not prejudiced in someway.  That's not

12 what --

13 MR. ANDREOLI:  We don't understand -- oh, 14

14 days.

15 MR. ROONEY:  Fourteen, seven.

16 JUDGE DOLAN:  You have no objection to their

17 filing their testimony tomorrow with the discovery

18 if they can supplement.

19 MR. KELTER:  That was exactly my point.  They can

20 either supplement it or if they wanted to do it in a

21 way where their surrebuttal testimony went beyond

22 the scope of our rebuttal because they're adding it
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1 in there, that's fine, too.  There are --

2 MR. ROONEY:  That's fair enough.

3 JUDGE DOLAN:  We are all trying to make a

4 schedule.

5 MR. ANDREOLI:  Right.

6 MR. PERA:  By the same token, if there was a need

7 for us to supplement our testimony, I can't imagine

8 you would object to that.  I don't foresee what that

9 would be.

10 MR. ROONEY:  So long as we have the last word. 

11 We have the burden.   We're always happy to

12 accommodate.

13 JUDGE HAYNES:  CUB will file interlocutory review

14 by January 29 and respond by February 5th, and if

15 staff feels the need to respond, please respond by

16 February 5th.

17 MR. KELTER:   You know --

18 MR. PERA:  There's a provision in the rules, is

19 there, 147?

20 MR. ROONEY:  That's 147.

21 MR. PERA:  We still don't get the last word.

22 MR. ANDREOLI:  The only concern is that the
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1 briefing schedule for staff, to the extent they're

2 going to file additional objection, is the 29th and

3 5th, and so would we would be filing on the 5th

4 under this? 

5 MR. ROONEY:  Yes.

6 MR. ANDREOLI:  What date is the 5th?

7 JUDGE HAYNES:  A Thursday.

8 MR. PERA:  You want 14, 7 and 7?

9 MR. ROONEY:  No.  You want that filing Monday,

10 whatever that filing is Monday?

11 MR. KELTER:  Sure.

12 MR. ROONEY:  The 2nd and the 9th.

13 JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.

14 MR. KELTER:  That's fine.

15 MR. PERA:  We are too accommodating.

16 MR. ROONEY:  There's nothing but love on this

17 side.

18 JUDGE DOLAN:  Just one final thing we want to

19 bring up, and we know you all weren't prepared to

20 talk about this today.  We do have to address this,

21 the leak of confidential information to the

22 shareholders.
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1 MR. PERA:  Yes.  I was going to bring that up.

2 MR. ANDREOLI:  Your Honor, may I be excused?

3 JUDGE DOLAN:  Yes.

4 MR. PERA:  I would like to have an opportunity to

5 talk about that orally.  I think it's a very

6 important issue.  NICOR has realistic -- that's not

7 way I want -- understandable needs to get out of

8 here so they get their testimony filed.  So if it's

9 okay and there's no urgency, I don't think, to have

10 this resolved unless you think there is from NICOR'S

11 point of view.  We could just defer hearing on this

12 until we come back the next time or schedule a

13 hearing date, whatever you want to do, John.  I'm

14 open to argue it today if you want to wait on it.

15 MR. ROONEY:  I don't know what you had in mind. 

16 If you want to hear argument, I would just ask if we

17 could kick it a little bit, because, again, we're in

18 a crunch to get things out tomorrow, and we talked

19 to the other side about that and they seem to be

20 amenable to it.

21 JUDGE DOLAN:  Well, my thought was that everybody

22 responded that they didn't do it, okay, so the next
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1 step was to have everyone prepare the affidavits and

2 file them with us and I think what our next step is

3 going to be we are going to subpoena the plaintiff's

4 attorney to come in and we are going to ask him to

5 disclose who it is on the record, and if he refuses,

6 then we are going to take the necessary steps, but I

7 think it has to be disclosed who is the leak in this

8 case.

9 MR. KELTER:  Well, I'm not sure what you -- if

10 you just said anything about us having to file an

11 affidavit or not.

12              Did you rule on the issue of CUB and

13 Cook County having to file affidavits?

14 JUDGE DOLAN:  Well, we gave you all an

15 opportunity to respond.  Everybody responded that

16 they weren't the one disclosed the information. 

17 Okay.  So now the next step is to ask everyone to

18 file affidavits to that effect saying that they

19 weren't the ones that disclosed it, and then I think

20 our next step is going to be is we are going to have

21 to subpoena the plaintiff's attorney in the

22 shareholder's case.
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1 MR. KELTER:  So you are requiring us to file an

2 affidavit that we didn't do it?

3 JUDGE DOALN:  Yes.

4 MR. KELTER:  I think that was what we wanted to

5 argue or at least from my perspective what I wanted

6 to argue that it was unreasonable to require us to

7 file affidavits, but then we get into the argument,

8 but you seem to have ruled without allowing us to

9 argue, which I guess is your --

10 JUDGE DOLAN:  I mean, again, if you guys want to

11 wait on this, and I understand you are under

12 pressure, but I felt -- I guess Judge Haynes and

13 myself both felt that if you didn't do it, why would

14 you have a problem filing an affidavit.

15 MR. PERA:  I just want to say this is one of

16 those occasions where I think John and I are in the

17 same page.

18              As I indicted in my brief, my office

19 takes this very, very seriously to the point my

20 office, three lawyers involved in this, filed

21 certification already, which is just as good as an

22 affidavit. You want an affidavit, you can have the
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1 affidavit that our office was not the source of the

2 leak.

3              What I would ask that you to do is

4 broaden who is required to file the affidavit and I

5 ask that you give that some careful consideration,

6 because we have situations where leaks have come

7 from NICOR.

8              It was our view that they leaked the

9 documents attached to the report that was the

10 subject of a motion I don't want to reargue, but

11 that was the position that we took.

12              This whole case resulted from the leak

13 of the documents from NICOR, so there's no shortage

14 of people from whom you should require an

15 affidavit --

16 MR. ROONEY:  And, your Honor --

17 MR. PERA: -- in my judgment, including KMG and

18 Scott Lazar, I don't know, whoever.  I'm not asking

19 for a fishing expedition, but whoever had reasonable

20 access to this information and could have been the

21 source should be as required as I am to file an

22 affidavit.
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1 MR. ROONEY:  And, your Honor, again, in a moment

2 of --

3  MR. PERA:  Sanity.

4 MR. ROONEY:  -- clarity, I don't disagree

5 whatsoever with Mr. Pera.  I would even go so far to

6 say the following:  There's two items that were

7 confidential and disclosed, and I would also note

8 that the plaintiffs in the other case have used that

9 again in subsequent pleadings and that we were going

10 to bring to your attention.  There's two documents. 

11 One is -- I'm sorry -- two items, one a particular

12 document that's a memo to file from Mr. Metz and

13 then there's Mr. Harms' affidavit.

14              My suggestion is that those are the two

15 items that everyone presents an affidavit on.  Well,

16 we are --

17 MR. KELTER:  I'm sorry.  What was that again?

18 MR. ROONEY:  Harms' deposition, as well as the

19 Metz memo to file that includes the information in

20 the footnote.  NICOR --

21 MR. KELTER:  Metz' memo to file that we disputed

22 that we had leaked improperly any way.
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1 MR. ROONEY:  Metz' memo to file that has the

2 language that's reflected in our brief about the

3 note and from NICOR'S perspective, we'll be more

4 than happy to provide an affidavit for every

5 individual who has had access to either those two

6 documents to submit an affidavit or the

7 certification, like Mr. Pera said. 

8              I think it's more than appropriate,

9 because if it is someone in our organization, we

10 want to know that, too.

11 JUDGE DOLAN:  All right.  The only other persons,

12 and I'm not making any accusations, but we do

13 probably need to know the court reporters from the

14 depositions that took place, because, obviously the

15 court reporting service could be a source of

16 information.  I doubt it, but its certainly is --

17 MR. KELTER:  It seems like we're going to get the

18 answer to this when you bring in the attorney from

19 the plaintiff's class action suit.  I guess that's

20 why I'm not --

21 JUDGE DOLAN:  So is that what you are thinking 

22 that I should just issue -- we should issue a
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1 subpoena to the plaintiff's attorney on a date and

2 have everybody come in and just see if he will

3 disclose who provided him the information?

4 MR. KELTER:  I think so.  Just to clarify CUB's

5 position on this, I guess I feel like if I have to

6 submit something to the Commission that says I spoke

7 to the people at CUB and we didn't do it, given that

8 there's no evidence that we did, and that it's just

9 as likely that the leak came from somebody at NICOR,

10 that there's no -- there's no basis for asking us to

11 file affidavits, and it may not seem like a big

12 deal, but it seems like these things set precedence

13 here, and I guess that's why it seems to me that the

14 solution to the problem is to find out from the

15 plaintiff's attorney who gave them this information,

16 and if it was somebody at CUB who's lying to me,

17 then we'll be the first ones to say that appropriate

18 action should be taken against us.

19 JUDGE DOLAN:  Okay.  Well, you know, I guess our

20 other concern is to -- is whether or not the

21 plaintiff's attorney will be forthcoming as to who

22 he got the information from.
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1              Now if he's not, I think our next step

2 then is to report him to the ARDC for violating the

3 confidentiality agreement even though he didn't sign

4 it, but he is a party and he had to be aware of the

5 fact that he was using confidential information when

6 he filed this pleading, so I don't know, you know.

7 MR. PERA:  It's not my problem.

8 JUDGE DOLAN:  It's a peculiar situation, but --

9 MR. PERA:  We certainly support the concept that

10 these confidentiality agreements have to be adhered

11 to.  I don't think -- I don't have any ambiguity on

12 my response on that issue.

13              I, again, only suggest if you are

14 requiring my office and other lawyer associated with

15 this case to file certification, affidavit, or

16 whatever you want, I just object to the implication

17 that that that's the source, and that if you are

18 going to that route, then everyone, as John

19 indicated, who reasonably could have done it needs

20 to file one as well.

21              I just don't want to be in a position

22 where somehow a spotlight is shined on my office
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1 because the implications are bad for me personally.

2 JUDGE HAYNES:  The scope will be extended to

3 include NICOR employees as well.

4 MR. ROONEY:  You know, it could be NICOR'S

5 counsel.

6 JUDGE DOLAN:  I was going say, and that's I guess

7 where we're going to run into the difficulty is

8 where to you draw the line again on that?

9 JUDGE DOLAN:  But I think it is something that I

10 didn't want you to think that we forgot about, and

11 we do realize it's out there.

12 MR. KELTER:  Now we dealt with it.

13 JUDGE DOLAN:  Well, I think Judge Haynes and

14 myself will take it under advisement.  We'll come up

15 with what we think the next way to proceed.

16              I think just from the attorneys

17 involved in the matter I don't think an affidavit

18 from any of you is out of line.  Okay.  And if

19 anybody has a problem with that, let me know or let

20 us know, but I think, you know, obviously, you are

21 all officers of the court and you do have -- you

22 know, you have an obligation to up hold the laws in
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1 the state, so  --

2 MR. PERA:  When do you want it by?

3 MR. PERA:  You could have it by Friday.

4 JUDGE DOLAN:  What do you think?

5 JUDGE HAYNES:  Okay.

6 JUDGE DOLAN:  We'll give you seven days.  How's

7 that sound?

8 MR. PERA:  Yes.  We just file a notice of filing?

9 JUDGE DOLAN:  Yes.

10 MR. KELTER:  Seven days for just the attorneys or

11 is this seven days for all the people involved?

12 JUDGE DOLAN:  I guess it's going to be all the

13 people involved, and then my other suggestion just

14 in the future for confidentiality agreements I think

15 that there should be some kind of remedy built into

16 them that if someone does disclose information that

17 somebody -- you guys should try to agree on some

18 remedy so we don't to have try to invent something.

19 MR. PERA:  There is one.

20 MR. ROONEY:  There's the proprietary agreement

21 way when there was a very --

22 MR. PERA:  Benign.
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1 MR. ROONEY: --  different case.

2 MR. ROONEY:  And that was one that had been used

3 historically.  I think that will never see another

4 circulation again.

5 MR. PERA:  Judge, I want to understand.  You want

6 to have a lawyer to provide an affidavit in seven

7 days?  Is there going to be an order to follow once

8 the ALJs have thought about how broad a net you want

9 to cast with NICOR'S affidavits and so forth?

10 JUDGE DOLAN:  That's why I was thinking we may

11 need a little more time, because, obviously, if you

12 got to get your witnesses or NICOR, I mean, we

13 really do have to kind of give it some thought about

14 how broad of an implication do we want.

15 MR. BALOUGH:  Because there were people who

16 attended those depositions.  There is a list at

17 those depositions that everyone who attended they

18 should probably file one as well.

19 MR. ROONEY:  Everyone will.  There were people

20 who made appearances, but they were -- I know you

21 had experts.  I think -- can we go off the record on

22 this?
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1 JUDGE DOLAN:  Yes. Go off the record.

2                         (Off the record.)

3              We'll go back on the record.

4           All right.  A discussion took place of

5 the record concerning the affidavits, and there's an

6 agreement of all the parties that the affidavits

7 will be filed within 14 days of today or by January

8 29.  Anything else?

9 MR. PERA:  Then affidavit will be procured from

10 both the parties to the litigation and those

11 appropriate people at NICOR who had access to one or

12 both of the documents?

13 MR. ROONEY:  Correct.

14 JUDGE DOLAN::  That's correct, and I guess we

15 should include the court reporters, so we'll find

16 out who the court reporter is and send them an

17 affidavit.

18 MR. ROONEY:  We will be happy to contact whoever

19 it was at Sullivans, maybe one or two people.

20 JUDGE DOLAN:  Okay.  Anything else to be

21 discussed today?

22 MR. ROONEY:  Actually, I'm sorry.   I want to
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1 leave, but in terms of scheduling another hearing, I

2 do envision having a hearing on the staff motion or

3 are you going to wait and see? 

4              Because right now I think the way it's

5 set, your ruling indicated that there will be a

6 hearing now and the hearing will be right before the

7 actual evidence hearings.  I don't know.

8 JUDGE HAYNES:  That's been set for a long time.

9 MR. ROONEY:  Yes.

10 JUDGE HAYNES:  Do parties want oral argument on

11 the staff --

12 MR. ROONEY:  I don't know right now, your Honor,

13 maybe we should wait and see.  I don't know if you

14 want to have a reserved date or not.

15 MS. VON QUALEN:  Staff would like an opportunity

16 to respond to NICOR'S response.

17 JUDGE DOLAN:  So you are requesting a hearing?

18 MS. VON QUALEN:  Yes.

19 JUDGE DOLAN:  Okay. So your response is due on

20 the 9th.

21 MR. ROONEY:  The 5th.

22 JUDGE DOLAN:  The 5th.  What do you want to do?
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1 JUDGE HAYNES:  The afternoon?

2 JUDGE DOLAN:  How about afternoon of the either

3 10th or the 11th.

4 MR. ROONEY:  Either date is fine here, your

5 Honor.

6 MR. PERA:  Is that Tuesday or Wednesday?

7 JUDGE DOALN:  Tuesday is the 10th, Wednesday the

8 11th.

9 MR. REICHART:  11th is preferable.

10 JUDGE DOLAN:  We'll do it the 11th at 1 p.m.

11 MR. ROONEY:  Great.

12 MS. VON QUALEN:  That's fine.

13 JUDGE DOLAN:  Then we are entered and continued

14 until the 11th at one p.m.

15 MR. ROONEY:  Thank your Honor.

16 MS. VON QUALEN:  Thank you.

17                            (Whereupon, the above

18                            matter was adjourned

19                            to be continued

20                            February 11, 2004 at

21                            1 o'clock a.m.)

22
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